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Context : 
Tropical surface ocean temperatures constitute a key information for deciphering climate sensitivity (Lea et al., 
2000). The Mg/Ca-paleothermometer applied to foraminifer shells is one of the most promising tools in that 
respect, but studies performed over the last 10 years have shown that this proxy is more complex than originally 
thought, with potential impacts from sea-surface salinity and CO3= (eg. Mathien-Blard and Bassinot, 2009; Gray 
et al., 2017) and a still poorly quantified effect of geochemical purification protocols (eg. Rosenthal et al., 2000).  

Objectives / scientific questions : 
The MAGICS project aimed at tackling three main objectives: (i) to carefully address the cleaning-effect and 
develop a strategy to correct and better integrate Mg/Ca-temperatures obtained by laboratories using different 
geochemical cleaning protocols; (ii)  get additional data from the Indo-Pacific Warm Pool in order to better 
quantify heat transfer and address the salinity bias and  (iii) to apply a robust correcting strategy to improve the 
MARGO (2009) and ANR-ELPASO Mg/Ca databases in order to reconstruct as accurately as possible the tropical 
temperature changes since the Last Glacial Maximum and better estimate the Earth’s climate sensitivity. 

Main results : 
Objectives (i) and (ii) were carried upon during the course of the MAGICS project. Results have been presented at 
five congress, one publication has been accepted in Chemical Geology and two publications are to be submitted in 
international peer-reviewed journal. The MAGICS objectives have been the backbone of one PhD thesis defended 
in 2019. Regarding objective (iii), recent tropical Mg/Ca-temperature data have been collected as part of the 
BELMONT-ANR-PACMEDY project, but the work is still going on. We intend, in particular, to compare Mg/Ca-T° 
with T° obtained with the recently developed clumped isotope technique, for which a precise foraminifer 
calibration has been recently published (Peral et al., 2019). We plan to have a publication about LMG-Holocene 
thermal evolution submitted by late 2020 or early 2021. 

Major results of objectives (i) and (ii) were obtained as part of Xiaolei PANG’s PhD thesis. Xiaolei Pang analyzed 
Mg/Ca from three planktonic species (G. ruber, P. obliquiloculata and G. menardii) collected from two cores 
covering the last climatic cycles in the Timor Sea (Indonesian Archipelago), in the heart of the Indo-Pacific Warm 
Pool. To our knowledge, this is a unique study that makes it possible to unravel convincingly how diagenesis (oxide 
coating, foraminifer dissolution/preservation) and species modulate the loss of Mg during geochemical cleaning. 
Our results indicate that adding a reductive step to the cleaning protocol results in a 4 to 8% reduction in Mg/Ca 
(ie. about 0.5 to 1.1°C reduction in reconstructed temperatures), depending on the species used and its 
preservation state (Figure 1). We conclude that the non-reductive cleaning approach should be preferred for 
building inter-laboratory homogeneous datasets of Mg/Ca-derived temperatures, whereas the reductive step 
should be only included when severe oxide coating is observed. The paper has been accepted in Chemical Geology. 

Two chapters of Xiaolei PANG’s thesis have been written as stand-alone scientific manuscripts to be submitted in 
peer-reviewed journals. These two chapters deal respectively with (i) the transfer of heat and salt between the 
Pacific and Indian Ocean, through the Indonesian Archipelago, and (ii) the dynamics of the ITCZ and precipitation 
evolution over the Indonesian area. The first study clearly reveals the compled thermocline temperature evolution 
at a regional scale (Figure 2) and the importance of carefully reconstructing it to quantify accurately the evolution 
of heat transfer from the Pacific to the Indian Ocean. 



These new surface and deep-dwelling temperature records, which were obtained thanks to the funding allocated 
by INSU through the MAGICS project, have been added to the ANR-ELPASO tropical temperature database and 
have been implemented in the follow-up program (ANR-BELMONT-PACMEDY), which deals with low latitude 
climate variability across the Holocene. 
 
The final step (under progress) will be to apply the correction strategy developed in MAGICS to enhance the 
coherency and robustness of tropical Mg/Ca-temperature databases, which were built by collecting Mg/Ca 
records from different laboratories. We intend to perform such databases improvement in 2020, with the 
objective of publishing in late 2020 or early 2021 an improved estimate of LGM-Holocene tropical ocean 
temperature evolution.  

 

 

 

 
Fig.1. Comparison of Mg/Ca obtained with non-reductive cleaning method (red) and with an added reductive step (blue) for 
two foraminifer species picked from core MD98-2165 (Timor Sea); Globigerinoides ruber and Pulleniatina obliquiloculata. 
The data reveal the clear decrease of Mg/Ca associated to the reductive procedure, and the fact that this effect is species-
dependent, with a stronger relative loss with G. ruber 
Fig. 2. Mg/Ca-derived T° profiles reconstructed from the thermocline-dwelling species P. obliquiloculata at two sites at the 
exit of the Indonesian Archipelago (see map). Those records show the complex and antiphased evolution of thermocline 
temperatures at two nearby sites located in the Indonesian Throughflow. Our results show that reconstructing thermocline 
temperatures together with surface temperatures is mandatory to accurately address the evolution of heat storage in the 
tropical ocean and its transfer between the Pacific and Indian oceans.   
 
As indicated above, the final step of the project will be to correct and homogenize tropical Mg/Ca-derived 
temperatures and (include/add thermocline T° reconstructions) in order to reconstruct the low-latitude heat 
storage since the LGM and more accurately address climate sensitivity from the evolution of surface 
temperatures. 
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